Week 1

MONDAY
1. A sentence is a group of words that makes sense.
Write the words to make a sentence. Put a period at the end.
saw I a cat __________________________________________
2. T
 he first word in a sentence starts with a capital letter.
Write the sentence. Correct the mistake.
my cap is red. _______________________________________
paw

3. C
 ircle the words about cats.

fur

cup

leg

TUESDAY
1. A
 plural word tells us there are more than one.
Most plural words end with s.
dots • • • stars
Circle the plural words.

toys

boy

rugs

pin

2. A sentence is a group of words that makes sense.
Write the words to make a sentence. Put a period at the end.

a) fell down Dan _____________________________________

b) The up jumps cat __________________________________
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WEDNESDAY
1. Write the correct word.
The dog is ___________ the rug.
in on
2. A sentence is a group of words that makes sense.
Write the words to make a sentence. Put a period at the end.
a) I see big a bug ________________________________________
b) Ben has mug a red _____________________________________

THURSDAY
1. The first word in a sentence starts with a capital letter.
Write the sentence. Correct the mistake.
we like to play.
_______________________________________________________
2. Some words tell us there are more than one.
Most plural words end with s.
dots • •
Circle the words that mean more than one.
beds

4

jar

cap

pigs
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FRIDAY
Make a drawing of yourself.

I am ____________________________ years old.
My birthday is on _________________________________________
My favourite colour is ______________________________________
My favourite food is ________________________________________
I am special because _______________________________________
_________________________________________________________
I put a finger space between words.
I used capital letters where I need them.
I put a period at the end of each sentence.
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